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Ars Technica's tech policy "People to Watch" 2009
With a new, tech-savvy US administration in power, Ars Technica and Tech Policy Central team up to profile the top
names in tech policy for 2009.
By Nate Anderson | Last updated February 4, 2009 11:32 PM CT
With Barack Obama in the White House, the US has a president who understands—and cares directly about—technology
policy. Given this interest at the very top of the power pyramid, 2009 looks to be a year in which significant tech policy
changes will be considered. More than a few will become reality.
But who will be steering the tech policy train? Though we can't predict exactly where the ride will take us, Ars has partnered
with Tech Policy Central to bring you our first-ever guide to the conductors and engineers who will guide us down the track
in 2009.

How we chose
Thanks to everyone who submitted nominations. The tech policy crowd is a small one, as crowds go, but it still contains
enough fascinating people to make the selection of a list like this difficult. In finalizing our names, we first sought those most
likely to wield influence in 2009. As you might expect, that led to a fair number of Democrats—a reflection of the simple
reality of the power in Washington this year.
When it came time to further narrow down the pool of influencers, our next bias was in favor of those doing something new,
interesting, or otherwise innovative—the sort of people who can not only influence tech policy but would also be fascinating
to sit next to at your next dinner party. These are people like Sascha Meinrath of the New America Foundation, a creative
advocate of open networks who has done work on white spaces and the new Google M-Lab program; or Vivek Kundra, the
hard-charging CTO of Washington, DC, who brings Silicon Valley's innovation commitment to government IT work.
No list can possibly please or include everyone who might rightfully have a claim on it, but you could do far worse than
getting to know the names on our list. These are the people who will be working on smart grids, broadband deployment, IP
law, net neutrality, and even doing a bit of corporate lobbying this year; the decisions that they make (and convince others
to make) will reverberate through the tubes for years to come.
A note on selection: A special Ars thank you goes to Natalie Fonseca of Tech Policy Central, who helped us develop the
idea for the list and who accepted and collated the nominations. The final list selection was made entirely by Ars Technica
and does not necessarily represent the views of Tech Policy Central. The TPC folks have included an additional 10 names
of their own at the end.

The 2009 People to Watch List

Robert Atkinson, Founder and President, The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF)
In less than three years, Robert Atkinson has established the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF) as
one of the leading, and most prolific, tech policy think tanks inside the Beltway. And he's showing no signs of slowing down
in 2009.
Atkinson, who advised the Obama-Biden transition's NIST agency review and Technology, Innovation, and Government
Reform teams, has been working to ensure that IT measures are baked into the economic stimulus plan that the president
hopes to sign into law in February. He also co-chairs the US Broadband Coalition's working group on metrics, and he plans
to release several research reports on behalf of ITIF in coming months, including a study that will benchmark the US against
dozens of other countries on innovation-based competitiveness factors.
With policymakers and regulators hungry for data they can point to when making tough decisions about the economy,
Atkinson is in a prime spot to influence broadband and innovation policy in the new administration. Look for him to make his
case in the court of public opinion as well; he's frequently cited by the media and has become a contributor to several tech
policy blogs.
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Jim Baller, President, Baller Herbst Law Group and Founder, US Broadband Coalition
Back in December, we wrote about how telecom lawyer James Baller had successfully "midwifed" a Call to Action to
develop a national broadband strategy among warring factions in the net neutrality debate. Bringing together so many
different factions was no small feat, and now that Baller finds himself at the helm of the US Broadband Coalition, the real fun
begins.
Congress is contemplating pumping billions of dollars into broadband infrastructure development, and Baller's next task is to
keep the Coalition on track to send a clear signal to DC about what a national broadband plan should look like going
forward.
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